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At a Glance

Challenges

•  Inconsistent processes for large initiatives, 
small projects, ad-hoc requests, and 
operational work

•  Lack of formal project documentation

•  Difficulty transitioning projects to new owners

Benefits

•  A shift toward operational discipline

• Faster succession planning—from 2 months 
to 2 days

• Elimination of wasted work and 
unnecessary cost

CASE STUDY 

Global 2000 Energy Company’s 
Education Group Demonstrates 
Team Value, Speeds Succession 
Planning with Workfront

Work management solution supports a shift toward 
being more operationally disciplined and decreases 
transition time from two months to two days for 
employees assuming project responsibilities. 

When you work on projects that teach people to be competent in very 
demanding and sometimes dangerous jobs, it’s critical to have a consistent 
approach. Yet an education group at a leading integrated energy company 
struggled for years to effectively collect, organize, review, prioritize and 
execute on all of its initiatives because it lacked a cohesive solution. Today, 
a systematic approach that includes the right philosophical foundation, 
people, processes, and Workfront technology has enabled the group 
responsible for providing knowledge and delivering learning solutions that 
help build capabilities across the enterprise to standardize its projects, 
demonstrate its value to the business, and streamline the way client work 
is transitioned.

THE CHALLENGE

Inconsistent Approach to Learning Deliverables

To correct a performance problem resulting from employees not knowing 
what to do, the learning solutions group performs a needs assessment, then 
makes a recommendation. If the team doesn’t provide the right solution for 
the need, employees working in highly sophisticated energy environments 
can be injured. Although the group employs experts, it faced a challenge. 
The team was responsible for an intangible product—the sharing of 
knowledge—but it had no way of demonstrating its value to others in 
the organization.
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The team lacked a unanimous approach for large learning initiatives, small maintenance projects, ad-hoc 
requests, and operational work. Moreover, employees worked in a variety of disparate applications. Disconnected 
approaches sometimes resulted in costly errors. For example, an internal client might request an expensive training 
video and a team member would begin the project without confirming whether budget existed for it. Halfway 
through, the project would be cancelled for lack of funding.

“We invested in the Workfront Enterprise Work Management solution years before, but no one was using it 
because it had been introduced as a way to track employee time on projects rather than a way to more effectively 
manage projects,” explains the integration planning specialist. “We needed to standardize our processes, train 
our employees, and prepare our organization to adopt Workfront for project management if we were going to be 
successful with it this time.”

Difficulty Transitioning Projects

Inconsistent processes also made it difficult for new learning experts to execute on projects already in the 
planning stages or formally underway. “Client relationships are built on trust. Because there was no formal project 
documentation, learning experts taking on new tasks would have to go back to clients and ask for details. That 
wasted time and eroded trust in our relationships,” says the specialist.

The organization’s change management journey began with the introduction of the Prosci ADKAR® Model, a simple 
and action-oriented change management framework, as well as the presentation of a detailed business plan and 
a comprehensive survey of learning team members to assess their needs. The survey included a review of the 
capabilities of the four technology solutions already deployed to manage project-related work: Microsoft Excel, 
Microsoft Project, SuccessFactors, and Workfront.

Results revealed the group’s journey would need to be comprehensive—including changes to employee 
development, organizational processes, technology adoption, and performance measures. The team also 
determined that execution should be linked to the company’s existing enterprise-wide operational excellence 
philosophy so that every member of the team understood why change was taking place.

THE WORKFRONT SOLUTION

Because it had all of the features learning experts reported were very important to them, the Workfront Enterprise 
Work Management solution was selected to enable the journey.

Templates Standardize Requests

A custom Workfront template was built to accommodate five steps in the organization’s project management 
process—initiate, scope, plan, execute and measure. Now every time anyone in the group begins a new project, 
he or she must complete the template and answer all of the associated questions, including who is the primary 
stakeholder, what cost center is responsible for funding, and what is the project budget? Individuals must also 
document requirements. To reinforce operations with current systems, employees must also link the project URL to 
the enterprise content management system.

http://workfront.com
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The team defined the minimum amount of information required for a 
request and encourages the use of Workfront to store notes instead of 
having employees build and email individual status reports. Polished 
templates enable team members to export a custom view into a PDF and 
put it into a workspace where clients have access and can view documents 
at any time.

“Workfront provides a standard format for us to collect, organize, review, 
prioritize, and execute on data and projects,” says the integration planning 
specialist. “It supports the way we do work by enabling our processes and 
our people.”

Updates Speed Transitions

The learning team also regularly uses the Workfront updates field to 
capture project communication and to collaborate, which the integration 
specialist believes is critical to preventing project interruption. A different 
project owner can be instantly assigned and that person can immediately 
see all of the completed and requested deliverables for a project, as well 
as client contacts, budget information, and more.

“Workfront is a fantastic succession planning tool. When you lose 
an employee—either temporarily to maternity or paternity leave or 
permanently—Workfront is extremely beneficial during the transition 
because everything is documented in a single solution,” explains 
the specialist.

Another department within the energy company is also successfully 
using Workfront to manage a systematic work process. Responsible for 
large plant operation maintenance, that team has customized Workfront 
to ensure the right tasks are being done, in the right order, before other 
tasks begin.

BENEFITS

The Workfront solution is helping the energy company drive change 
management and improve operational efficiency. Specifically, the learning 
group has experienced the following benefits:

• A shift toward operational discipline – The learning team 
conducted two surveys; one before implementing changes and 
one after. The second survey revealed 90% of respondents felt the 
work management system supported a shift toward being more 
operationally disciplined. For example, project reporting is so simple 
in Workfront that management now receives regular reports from 
the group that helps leaders organize and prioritize projects to meet 
stewardship needs.

“WORKFRONT IS AN 
EXTREMELY VALUABLE 
SOLUTION FOR SUCCESSION 
PLANNING, GOOD 
CORPORATE STEWARDSHIP, 
AND EXPRESSING A TEAM’S 
VALUE TO THE COMPANY 
BECAUSE IT INSTANTLY 
ANSWERS THE QUESTION—
WHAT ARE YOU DOING?”

–Integration Planning Specialist, 
Global 2000 Energy Company

http://workfront.com


Devour Your Team's Work Chaos With Workfront

Meet the King of Work Management. With real-time work planning,  
tracking, collaboration, and reporting, Workfront enables enterprise teams to:

• Drive greater productivity by automating repetitive manual tasks 

• Increase communication and transparency through social-style updates  
and dashboards 

• Reduce project failure with real-time views into project progress and  
resource workloads 

• Provide data-driven insights for constant improvement 
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• Faster succession planning—from 2 months to 2 days – Because all operational work is now documented 
and processes are standardized in Workfront, projects can be easily transitioned between team members 
in a matter of hours. This saves employees time and also helps learning group members maintain better 
client relationships.

• Elimination of wasted work and unnecessary cost – Before entering a new project, learning experts 
must now complete a Workfront template that includes stakeholder and cost-center details. More accurate 
data and standardized processes are helping to prevent miscommunication about funding and project 
deliverables that might negatively impact productivity and profitability. According to the integration planning 
specialist, the template is also regularly updated to reflect lessons learned. In one case, the specialist reports 
that a slight change to the Workfront template saved the company $1,500 per course by eliminating external 
consulting fees for document translation.

“We know employees are working in the solution because we successfully resolved 101 requests in 10 months. 
From the survey results, we also know 86% of employees understand the risks of not using the system and 80% 
understand the impact on day-to-day activities, which speaks to process. When it comes to the technology, we 
know 92% of respondents have the ability and 87% have the skills and knowledge to use it. What’s most impressive 
though is that 100% of employees now understand the business reasons behind our decision to implement 
Workfront. That’s significant progress,” concludes the integration planning specialist.

http://workfront.com

